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Abstract

Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the fieldF . The Ado-Iwasawa Theorem asserts the
existence of a finite-dimensionalL-module which gives a faithful representation² of L. Let S be a
subnormal subalgebra ofL, letF be a saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras and suppose thatS ∈ F.
I show that there exists a moduleV with the extra property that it isF-hypercentral asS-module. Further,
there exists a moduleV which has this extra property simultaneously for every suchS andF, along with
the Hochschild extra that².x/ is nilpotent for everyx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent. In particular, ifL is
supersoluble, then it has a faithful representation by upper triangular matrices.

2000Mathematics subject classification: primary 17B30, 17B56; secondary 17B50, 17B55.
Keywords and phrases: Lie algebras, faithful representations, saturated formations.

1. Introduction

Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the fieldF , which may be of any
characteristic. The Ado-Iwasawa Theorem asserts that there exists a faithful finite-
dimensionalL-moduleV . In this paper, I consider some extra properties which we
may require ofV and of the representation² given by V . Harish-Chandra [6] and
Jacobson [9, Remark, page 203] have proved the characteristic 0 case with the extra
property that².x/ is nilpotent for allx in the nil radicalN.L/. Hochschild [7] proved,
for any characteristic, that there is a moduleV with the stronger extra property that
².x/ is nilpotent for allx ∈ L for which ad.x/ is nilpotent.

The theory of saturated formations, set out in Barnes and Gastineau-Hills [5] and of
F-hypercentral modules, set out in Barnes [1], provides a means of generalising this.
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A saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras overF is a classF of finite-dimensional
soluble Lie algebras overF such that

(1) if L ∈ F andA G L, thenL=A ∈ F;
(2) if A; B G L andL=A; L=B ∈ F, thenL=.A ∩ B/ ∈ F; and
(3) if L=8.L/ ∈ F, thenL ∈ F,

where8.L/ is the Frattini subalgebra ofL. An irreducible finite-dimensionalL-
moduleV is calledF-central if the split extension ofV by L=CL.V/ is in F, where
CL.V/ denotes the centraliser ofV in L. Otherwise, it is calledF-excentric. An
L-moduleV is calledF-hypercentral if every composition factor ofV is F-central. It
is calledF-hyperexcentric if every composition factor isF-excentric.

If S is an ideal ofL, we writeSG L. A subalgebraSof L is called subnormal inL,
written SGG L, if there exists a chain of subalgebrasS = S0 G S1 G · · · G Sr = L, each
an ideal in the next. LetS be a subnormal subalgebra ofL. Any L-moduleV can be
regarded as anS-module. To simplify terminology, we say thatV is SF-hypercentral
if it is F-hypercentral asS-module andSF-hyperexcentric if it isF-hyperexcentric as
S-module.

For any fieldF , the classN of nilpotent algebras is a saturated formation. IfN is a
nilpotent Lie algebra, anN-moduleV isN-hypercentral if and only if every element
of N acts nilpotently onV . Thus the Harish-Chandra extension of Ado’s Theorem
asserts, for a finite-dimensional Lie algebraL over a field of characteristic 0, that
there exists a faithful, finite-dimensionalL-module which isN-hypercentral asN.L/-
module, whereN.L/ denotes the nil radical ofL. We shall generalise this to arbitrary
saturated formationsF, with arbitrary subnormal subalgebrasS ∈ F in place ofN.L/.
A special case of some interest is that of the saturated formationU of supersoluble Lie
algebras, that is, of algebras all of whose chief factors are 1-dimensional.

An essential tool for this investigation is the following easy generalisation of Barnes
[1, Theorem 4.4].

LEMMA 1.1. Let F be any field and letL be a Lie algebra overF . Let F be
a saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras overF . SupposeSGG L and that
S ∈ F. Let V be a finite-dimensionalL-module. ThenV is theL-module direct sum
V = V0 ⊕ V1, whereV0 is SF-hypercentral andV1 is SF-hyperexcentric.

PROOF. SinceSGG L, there exists a chain of subalgebrasS = S0 G S1 G · · · G Sr = L.
By Barnes [1, Theorem 4.4],V has anS-module direct decompositionV = V0 ⊕ V1

with V0 F-hypercentral andV1 F-hyperexcentric. We prove by induction overi that
V0 andV1 areSi -submodules ofV .

Let W be anySi -submodule ofV . For s ∈ Si , x ∈ Si +1 andw ∈ W, we have
s.xw/ = x.sw/ + .sx/w ∈ xW + W. ThusxW + W is also anSi -submodule of
V , and.xW + W/=W is a homomorphic image ofW. If W is SF-hypercentral, then
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so isxW + W. In particular, forW = V0, this implies thatxV0 ⊆ V0. ThusV0 is
invariant under the action ofSi +1 and, by induction, under the action ofL. Similarly,
V1 is invariant under the action ofL.

Also of use are the following two lemmas proved in Hochschild [7] in the course
of proving his main result.

LEMMA 1.2. Let F be any field and letL be a Lie algebra overF whose derived
algebraL ′ is nilpotent. Supposex ∈ L and thatad.x/ is nilpotent. Thenx is in the
nilpotent radicalN.L/.

LEMMA 1.3. Supposechar.F/ = 0. LetV be a finite-dimensionalL-module giving
representation². SupposeN.L/acts nilpotently onV . Letx ∈ L withad.x/nilpotent.
Then².x/ is nilpotent.

If L is a soluble Lie algebra over a fieldF of characteristic 0, thenL ′ is nilpotent.
Every subalgebra of a nilpotent Lie algebra is subnormal, sox ∈ N.L/ implies that
the subspace〈x〉 spanned byx is a subnormal subalgebra ofL. Even in non-zero
characteristic, the following weak form of Lemma1.2holds.

LEMMA 1.4. Let L be a soluble Lie algebra over any fieldF . Supposex ∈ L and
thatad.x/ is nilpotent. Then〈x〉GG L.

PROOF. Suppose the result holds for algebras of smaller dimension thanL. Let
A be a minimal ideal ofL. Then A1 = 〈x〉 + AGG L. But A is abelian andx acts
nilpotently onA. ThusA1 is nilpotent and〈x〉GG A1GG L.

It follows that, for a moduleV giving representation² of a soluble Lie algebraL,
the condition that².x/ be nilpotent for allx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent is equivalent to
the condition thatV be SN-hypercentral for every nilpotent subnormal subalgebraS
of L.

SupposeSGG L and thatS ∈ F. A straightforward approach to proving the existence
of a faithful finite-dimensionalL-module which isSF-hypercentral easily reduces to
the case whereL has a unique minimal ideal. We take a faithful finite-dimensional
L-moduleV . By Lemma1.1, this is the direct sum of anSF-hypercentralL-module
V0 and anSF-hyperexcentricL-moduleV1. One (at least) of these must be faithful.
Unfortunately, it need not beV0. That this difficulty is a serious obstruction to the
straightforward approach is shown by the results of Section2.
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2. Faithful F-hyperexcentric modules

To construct faithfulF-hyperexcentric modules, we will use tensor products. The
following lemma will help to determine the kernel of a tensor product.

LEMMA 2.1. Let L be a Lie algebra over any fieldF . SupposeV;W are finite-
dimensionalL-modules and thatx is in the kernel ofV ⊗ W. Then there exists½ ∈ F
such thatxv = ½v andxw = −½w for all v ∈ V andw ∈ W.

PROOF. Letv;w be any non-zero elements ofV andW. Take basesv = v0; : : : ; vm

andw = w0; : : : ; wn of V andW. Thenxv = ∑
½i vi and xw = ∑

¼ jw j . Now
0 = x.v ⊗ w/ = ∑

½i vi ⊗ w0 + ∑
¼ j v0 ⊗ w j . Therefore½i = 0 for i 6= 0,¼ j = 0

for j 6= 0 and½0 + ¼0 = 0. Since every non-zero element ofV is an eigenvector,½0

is independent of the choice ofv.

COROLLARY 2.2. Supposex is in the kernel of.W ⊗ V/⊕ .W ⊗ V ⊗ V/. Thenx
is in the kernel ofV .

PROOF. For v ∈ V andw ∈ W, we havexv = ½v and xw = −½w. Then
x.w ⊗ v ⊗ v/ = ½.w ⊗ v ⊗ v/. Therefore½ = 0.

If char.F/ = 0, then, by Barnes [2, Theorem 2], for some normalF-subspace3
of the algebraic closurēF of F , F is the class of all soluble finite-dimensional Lie
algebrasSover F with the property that for allx ∈ S, the eigenvalues of ad.x/ all lie
in 3. It follows that, if the degree of̄F over F is finite, there exist Lie algebrasL for
which the smallest saturated formationF containingL is the formation of all soluble
Lie algebras.

THEOREM2.3. LetF be a saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras over the field
F of characteristic0. SupposeF is not the formation of all soluble Lie algebras.
Let S ∈ F be a non-nilpotent soluble subnormal subalgebra ofL. ThenL has a
faithful, finite-dimensionalSF-hyperexcentric module giving representation² with
².x/ nilpotent for allx ∈ L for whichad.x/ is nilpotent.

PROOF. Let N = N.L/ be the nil radical ofL. By Lemma1.3, the condition on
an L-moduleV giving representation² that ².x/ be nilpotent for allx ∈ L with
ad.x/ nilpotent is equivalent toV beingNN-hypercentral. By Hochschild [7], L has
a faithful finite-dimensionalNN-hypercentral moduleV .

Let R be the soluble radical ofL. SinceR=N is abelian andS 6≤ N, there exists
a maximal idealM ≥ N of R not containingS. SinceL R ≤ N, M G L. Let K be
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the sum ofM and a Levy factor ofL. ThenK is an ideal ofL of codimension 1 and
K + S = L.

Let F be the saturated formation given by the normal subspace3 of F̄ . Then
3 6= F̄ , so there existsÞ ∈ F̄ − 3. For the 1-dimensional Lie algebraL=K = 〈x̄〉,
we can construct an irreducible moduleW on whichx̄ hasÞ as an eigenvalue. Then
the L-moduleW is NN-hypercentral andSF-excentric.

Let V0 and V1 be theSF-hypercentral andSF-hyperexcentric components ofV .
Put V ∗ = .W ⊗ V0/ ⊕ .W ⊗ V0 ⊗ V0/ ⊕ V1. Then V ∗ is NN-hypercentral and
SF-hyperexcentric by Barnes [1, Theorem 2.1] and [4, Theorem 2.3]. Ifx is in the
kernel ofV ∗, thenx is in the kernel ofV1 and of.W ⊗ V0/ ⊕ .W ⊗ V0 ⊗ V0/. By
Corollary2.2, x is also in the kernel ofV0, sox = 0. ThusV∗ is faithful.

The situation in non-zero characteristic is different. The Lie algebras of nilpotent
length at mostn form a saturated formationNn. Thus it is not possible for the smallest
saturated formation containingL to be the formation of all soluble Lie algebras. If
L ∈ Nn, then every irreducibleL-module isNn+1-central. ThusL has noNn+1-
hyperexcentric modules. Even whenF is the smallest saturated formation containing
the non-nilpotent algebraL, there may not beF-hyperexcentricL-modules with the
Hochschild property. For example, ifL = 〈x; y〉 with xy = y andF is algebraically
closed, any irreducible module on whichy acts nilpotently is 1-dimensional and so
U-central.

THEOREM2.4. Supposechar.F/ 6= 0. Let Sbe a soluble subnormal subalgebra of
the Lie algebraL over F . LetF be the smallest saturated formation containingS.
ThenL has a faithful finite-dimensionalSF-hyperexcentric module.

PROOF. Let V be a faithful finite-dimensionalL-module withV0 and V1 its SF-
hypercentral andSF-hyperexcentric components. LetK be a minimal ideal ofL.
Let F0 be the smallest saturated formation containing.S+ K /=K . If F0 = F, then
by induction, there exists an irreducibleL=K -module W which is .S + K=K /F-
hyperexcentric. If not, thenS is not nilpotent, and since, by Schenkman [10, Theo-
rem 3], S∞ G L, we can takeK ⊆ S∞. SinceSGG L, the S-composition factors of
K are isomorphic. AsS 6∈ F0, K is SF0-hyperexcentric. LetF1 be the saturated
formation locally defined byF0, that is, the class of all soluble Lie algebrasM with
M=N.M/ ∈ F0. (See [5, Theorem 4.6].) ThenS ∈ F1. Since by Jacobson [9,
Theorem VI.2, page 205],L has a faithful completely reducible module, there exists
an irreducibleL-moduleW on which K acts faithfully. TheS-composition factors
of W are all isomorphic. ThusK acts non-trivially on eachS-composition factorWi ,
S=CS.Wi / 6∈ F0 andW is SF1-hyperexcentric. Hence, in either case, we have an irre-
ducibleSF-hyperexcentricL-moduleW. PutV ∗ = .W ⊗ V0/⊕ .W ⊗ V0 ⊗ V0/⊕ V1.
ThenV ∗ is SF-hyperexcentric. By Corollary2.2, V ∗ is faithful.
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3. Splitting algebras

To get around the difficulty pointed out above, we follow Iwasawa’s use of a
splitting module in the construction of the desired faithful module.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be an abelian ideal of the Lie algebraL. A splitting algebra
for L relative toA is a Lie algebraM together with an abelian idealB of M such that
L ≤ M , L + B = M , L ∩ B = A and such thatM splits overB.

In the above, we can regard bothA and B as L=A-modules. Choosing coset
representatives inL for the elements of̄L = L=A by a linear mapu : L̄ → L, we can
identify L with L̄ × A, identifying .x̄; a/ with the elementu.x̄/ + a ∈ L for x̄ ∈ L̄
anda ∈ A. We then have the multiplication given by

.x̄1; a1/.x̄2; a2/ = (
x̄1x̄2; x̄1a2 − x̄2a1 + f .x̄1; x̄2/

)
;

where f .x̄1; x̄2/ = u.x̄1/u.x̄2/− u.x̄1x̄2/. Then f : L̄ ∧ L̄ → A is a 2-cocycle. Leth
be the cohomology class off . Let j ∗ : H2.L̄; A/ → H2.L̄; B/ be the map induced
by the module inclusionj : A → B. ThenM is the extension ofB by L̄ constructed
using the cocyclej f , that is,M = L̄ × B with multiplication given by

.x̄1; b1/.x̄2; b2/ = (
x̄1x̄2; x̄1b2 − x̄2b1 + f .x̄1; x̄2/

)
;

for x̄1; x̄2 ∈ L̄ andb1; b2 ∈ B. The requirement thatM splits overB is equivalent to
j ∗.h/ = 0.

Since the development of homological algebra, the existence of a splitting algebra
has become a triviality. AnȳL-module A has an embeddingj : A → B in an
injective moduleB and we then haveH2.L̄; B/ = 0. Except in the trivial case where
L̄ = 0, the splitting algebra so obtained is infinite-dimensional. The original existence
proof constructed the moduleB from A and the universal enveloping algebra ofL̄,
also giving an infinite-dimensional splitting algebra. In [8], Iwasawa modified this
construction to obtain the following result which was the key to his proof of the
Ado-Iwasawa Theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an abelian ideal of the finite-dimensional Lie algebraL
over any fieldF . Then there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra forL relative
to A.

This result can be strengthened in the special case where we have a soluble sub-
normal subalgebraS of L with S ∈ F for some saturated formationF of soluble Lie
algebras.
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LEMMA 3.3. LetL be a Lie algebra over any fieldF . SupposeSGG L and thatS ∈ F
whereF is a saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras. LetA be an abelian ideal
of L which isSF-hypercentral. Leth be the cohomology class ofL as an extension
of A. Then

(1) there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra.M; B/ for L relative toA with
B SF-hypercentral;
(2) there exists an embeddingj : A → B of A in a finite-dimensionalL=A-module

B which isSF-hypercentral and such thatj ∗.h/ = 0.

PROOF. The two assertions are equivalent. By Iwasawa’s Theorem3.2, there exists
a finite-dimensional splitting algebraM with ideal B. For theL=A-module inclusion
j : A → B, we have j ∗.h/ = 0. By Lemma1.1, B = B1 ⊕ B′

1 where B1 is SF-
hypercentral andB′

1 is SF-hyperexcentric. AsA is SF-hypercentral,j .A/ ⊆ B1 and
j is the composite of the inclusionj1 : A → B1 and the inclusioni1 : B1 → B. As
the induced mapi ∗

1 of cohomology is injective, it follows thatj ∗
1 .h/ = 0. ReplacingB

by B1 gives the result.

The condition thatA be SF-hypercentral is automatically satisfied ifS ⊇ A or if
A is central. As the results about splitting algebras will only be needed in the case
whereA is central, I simplify the statements by assuming this from here on.

We can iterate this reduction of the splitting module. If.S2;F2/ is another pair
satisfying the conditions of Lemma3.3, we can decompose the above moduleB1 =
B2 ⊕ B′

2 whereB2 is S2F2-hypercentral andB′
2 is S2F2-hyperexcentric. This reduction

process must terminate sinceB is finite-dimensional. We thus have

THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a central ideal of the finite-dimensional Lie algebraL
over any fieldF . Then there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra.M; B/ for
L relative to A such that, for every saturated formationF and subnormal subalgebra
S ∈ F, B is SF-hypercentral.

4. The Hochschild extra

In this section, I show that, ifA is central, then there exists a splitting algebra
.M; B/ as in Theorem3.4 with the Hochschild extra property that, for allx ∈ L, if
ad.x/ is nilpotent, then so is the action .x/ of x on B. For N = N.L/ and the
saturated formationN of nilpotent algebras, by Theorem3.4, we may suppose thatB
is NN-hypercentral. Thus .x/ is nilpotent for allx ∈ N. By Lemma1.3, we now
have
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a central ideal of the finite-dimensional Lie algebraL over
a field of characteristic0. Then there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra
.M; B/ for L with respect toA which satisfies the extra conditions

(1) B is SF-hypercentral for every saturated formationF and everySGG L with
S ∈ F;
(2) the action .x/ of x on B is nilpotent for everyx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent.

Now suppose char.F/ = p 6= 0. ThenL has a finite-dimensionalp-envelopeL̄
by Strade and Farnsteiner [11, Proposition 5.3, page 93]. The[p] operation may be
chosen such thatz[p] = 0 for all z in the centre ofL̄. Let A be a central ideal ofL.
Then A is a centralp-ideal of L̄. If SGG L, thenSGG L̄. If B is a finite-dimensional
p-module of L̄ which is a splitting module for̄L, and so forL, with respect toA,
then it follows as in the proof of Strade and Farnsteiner [11, Theorem 5.4, page 94],
that the action .x/ of x on B is nilpotent for everyx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent. The
following lemma enables us to prove the existence of such a splitting module.

LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over the fieldF of characteristic
p. Let V be anL-module of dimensionn giving the representation². Put Þ.x/ =
².x/p −².x[p]/. ThenV = V[p] ⊕ V[p′], whereV[p] = ⋂

x∈L kerÞ.x/n is a submodule,
all of whose composition factors arep-representations, andV[p′] = ∑

x∈L Þ.x/
nV is

a submodule, none of whose composition factors arep-representations.

PROOF. Let x1; : : : ; xr be a basis ofL. Put V̄ = F̄ ⊗F V . We take the character
decompositionV̄ = ∑

i V̄i corresponding to the charactersSi with S0 = 0. The only
eigenvalue ofÞ.x/ on V̄i is Si .x/p. If this is non-zero, thenÞ.x/ acts invertibly onV̄i .
For all x ∈ L̄, Þ.x/nV̄0 = 0. For eachi > 0, Si 6= 0 soSi .xji / 6= 0 for somexji . We
thus have

∑

i>0

V̄i =
∑

i>0

Þ.xji /
nV̄ =

∑

j

Þ.xj /
nV̄ :

It follows that

V̄0 =
⋂

x∈L̄

kerÞ.x/n =
⋂

j

kerÞ.xj /
n:

The result follows by linearity.

THEOREM4.3. Let A be a central ideal of the finite-dimensional Lie algebraL over
any fieldF . Then there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra.M; B/ for L with
respect toA which satisfies the extra conditions

(1) B is SF-hypercentral for every saturated formationF and everySGG L with
S ∈ F;
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(2) the action .x/ of x on B is nilpotent for everyx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent.

PROOF. We already have the result if char.F/ = 0, so suppose char.F/ = p 6= 0.
We embedL in a finite-dimensionalp-envelopeL̄ with z[p] = 0 for all z ∈ Z.L̄/.
By Iwasawa’s Theorem3.2, there exists a finite dimensional splitting moduleB for L̄
relative toA. SinceA is a p-module,A ⊆ B[p], and it follows thatB[p] is a splitting
module with the property.2/. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem3.4, we obtain
a direct summand ofB[p] which also has the property.1/.

5. The main result

THEOREM5.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over any fieldF . ThenL
has a faithful finite-dimensional moduleV which has the extra properties

(1) V is SF-hypercentral for every saturated formationF and everySGG L with
S ∈ F;
(2) the action².x/ of x on V is nilpotent for everyx ∈ L with ad.x/ nilpotent.

PROOF. The representation of the 1-dimensional algebra by matrices
(

0 0
½ 0

)
with

½ ∈ F satisfies all the requirements. By induction, we may suppose that the result
holds for algebras of smaller dimension than dim.L/. If A1 andA2 are distinct minimal
ideals ofL, then there existL=Ai -modulesVi which satisfy the requirements with
respect toL=Ai . TheL-moduleV1 ⊕ V2 then has all the required properties. Thus we
may suppose thatL has a unique minimal idealA.

SinceL is an SF-hypercentral module for every pairS ∈ F, L=Z has a faithful
simultaneouslySF-hypercentral module, whereZ is the centre ofL. Thus the result
holds if Z = 0. Hence we may suppose thatZ 6= 0 and is the unique minimal ideal
of L. By Theorem4.3, there exists a finite-dimensional splitting algebra.M; B/ in
which B and the representation given byB have the properties (1) and (2). LetL1

be a complement toB in M . Following Iwasawa, we putV = 〈e〉⊕ B as vector space
with action ofM on V given by.x + b/e = b and.x + b/b′ = xb′, (the product ofx
andb′ in M) for x ∈ L1 andb; b′ ∈ B. Then

.x1 + b1/
(
.x2 + b2/.½e; b′/

) = .x1 + b1/.0; ½b2 + x2b′/ = (
0; ½x1b2 + x1.x2b

′/
)
:

Denoting the commutator of the actions of.x1 + b1/ and.x2 + b2/ on V by [x1 + b1;

x2 + b2], we have

[x1 + b1; x2 + b2].½e; b′/ = (
0; ½x1b2 − ½x2b1 + .x1x2/b

′)

= .x1x2 + x1b2 − x2b1/.½e; b′/

= (
.x1 + b1/.x2 + b2/

)
.½e; b′/:
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Thus this action makesV an M-module which is clearly finite-dimensional. AsL
is a subalgebra ofM , V is an L-module. As the unique minimal ideal ofL is
contained inB which is clearly represented faithfully,V is a faithful L-module. B is
a submodule ofV and isSF-hypercentral whileV=B is the trivial module. ThusV
is SF-hypercentral for every pair.S;F/. As ².x/V ⊆ B for all x ∈ L, if  .x/ is
nilpotent onB, then².x/ is nilpotent onV .

6. F-hypercentrality of p-modules

Comparison of Lemma1.1 and Lemma4.2 suggests a possible link betweenp-
modules andF-hypercentral modules which would make the non-zero characteristic
case of Theorem5.1an immediate consequence of Strade and Farnsteiner [11, Theo-
rem 5.4, page 94].

In the following, F is a field of characteristicp 6= 0, Fp denotes the field ofp
elements andF̄ the algebraic closure ofF . A polynomial f .x/ over F̄ is called
Fp-linear if the function f : F̄ → F̄ given by f .x/ is Fp-linear. Note that to prove a
polynomial f .x/ to beFp-linear, it is sufficient to provef .a + b/ = f .a/+ f .b/ for
all a; b ∈ F̄ , as thenf ½a/ = ½ f .a/ for ½ ∈ Fp follows. Note also that a polynomial
of the form f .x/ = a0x + a1x p + a2x p2 + · · · + anx pn

is Fp-linear.

LEMMA 6.1. If f .x/ is Fp-linear, then all roots off .x/ have the same multiplicity.

PROOF. LetÞ1; : : : ; Þn be the (not necessarily distinct) roots off .x/. Then f .x/ =
a

∏n
i =1.x − Þi /. For any rootþ,

f .x/ = f .x/+ f .þ/ = f .x + þ/ = a
n∏

i =1

.x + þ − Þi /:

Thus.x − Þi / and.x + þ − Þi / occur as factors off .x/ with the same multiplicity.
But every rootÞ j is Þi − þ for some rootþ.

LEMMA 6.2. Supposef .x/ is Fp-linear and that the coefficient ofx in f .x/ is not
zero. Then all roots off .x/ are simple.

PROOF. Since f .0/ = 0, there is no constant term. If the roots have multiplicity
r , then f .x/ = g.x/r and the lowest term off .x/ has degree at leastr . Hence
r = 1.

LEMMA 6.3. Let f .x/ be anFp-linear polynomial. Thenf .x/ has the form

f .x/ = a0x + a1x p + a2x p2 + · · · + anx pn

:
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PROOF. We use induction over the degree off .x/. The result holds if the degree
is 1. By replacingf .x/ with f .x/+ x if necessary, we may suppose that all roots of
f .x/ are simple. The roots off .x/ form a vector spaceV of some finite dimension
n overFp. The number of roots ispn and as all roots are simple, the degree off .x/
is pn. If the leading coefficient isa, theng.x/ = f .x/ − axpn

is Fp-linear of lower
degree. Thereforeg.x/ has the asserted form and the result follows.

THEOREM 6.4. Let .L ; [p]/ be a restricted Lie algebra over the fieldF of char-
acteristic p 6= 0 and suppose thatz[p] = 0 for all z in the centre ofL. LetF be a
saturated formation and supposeSGG L, S 6= 0 and S ∈ F. Let V be an irreducible
p-module ofL. ThenV is SF-hypercentral.

PROOF. Let L ; S;V be a counterexample withL of least possible dimension. We
now chooseV such that the kernelK of the representation² of L on V has the
least possible codimension. LetZ = Z.L/ be the centre ofL. SupposeZ 6= 0.
Then Z acts nilpotently onV and asV is irreducible,Z V = 0. But Z is a p-ideal
of L, so V is an irreduciblep-module for the restricted Lie algebraL=Z. As V is
.S+ Z=Z/F-hyperexcentric,L=Z must have a central elementz̄ with z̄[p] 6= 0, that
is, we havez ∈ L with ad.z/2 = 0 andz[p] 6∈ Z. ThereforeZ = 0.

If A G B < L, then thep-closureAp G Bp by Strade and Farnsteiner [11, Proposi-
tion 1.3, page 66]. ThereforeSpGG L. If Sp 6= L, then there exists ap-ideal M such
that Sp ≤ M < L. If z ∈ Z.M/, then ad.z/2 = 0, soz[p] ∈ Z.L/ = 0. ThusM; S
and anyM-composition factor ofV form a counterexample. ThereforeSp = L, L is
soluble andSG L.

Let A be a minimal ideal ofS. SinceL = Sp, A G L. If a ∈ A, then ad.a/2 = 0,
soa[p] ∈ Z. But Z = 0. ThusA is a p-ideal andAV = 0 sinceV is an irreducible
p-module. There exists an elementz such thatzL ≤ A, but z[p] 6∈ A. As Z = 0,
we cannot havez A = 0, soz acts invertibly onA. By Barnes [3, Theorem 2.2],
Hn.L=A; A/ = 0 for all n and there exists a subalgebraM < L which complements
A. If x ∈ Z.M/ and x A = 0, thenx ∈ Z.L/ = 0. ThusZ.M/ ' Z.L=A/ acts
faithfully on A.

There exists ap-mapping[p]′ on L=A which is zero onZ̄ = Z.L=A/. For any
x̄ ∈ L̄ = L=A, x̄[p] − x̄[p]′ ∈ Z̄. Thus any representation ofL̄ whose kernel contains
Z̄ which is a p-representation with respect to[p] is also ap-representation with
respect to[p]′. If Z̄ ⊆ K̄ = K=A, then.L̄; [p]′/; S̄;V is a counterexample of smaller
dimension. ThereforēZ 6⊆ K̄ .

Takez̄ ∈ Z̄, z̄ 6∈ K̄ . Sincez̄ is not nilpotent onV , for all r , z̄[p]r 6∈ K̄ . By replacing
z̄with z̄[p]r

for somer , we obtain̄z ∈ 〈z̄[p]; z̄[p]2
; z̄[p]3

; : : : 〉. PutT̄ = 〈z̄; z̄[p]; z̄[p]2
; : : :〉.

Let : A → A be the linear transformation ofA given byz̄.
Let r = dim.T̄/. Then there exists a polynomialf .x/ = x pr + a1x pr −1 + · · · + ar x
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overF such thatf . / = 0. Note that the roots off .x/ in the algebraic closurēF are
distinct and form a vector space3 of dimensionr over the prime fieldFp of p elements.
Let 30 be theFp-subspace of̄F spanned by the eigenvalues of . Let m.x/ be the
minimum polynomial of andÞ1; : : : ; Þn its roots. Then30 = 〈Þ1; : : : ; Þn〉Fp ⊆ 3.
Let s = dim30.

Put g.x/ = 5½∈30.x − ½/. Then g.x/ has degreeps. Take anya ∈ F̄ and
setha.x/ = g.x + a/ − g.x/ − g.a/. Sinceg.x/ = x ps + terms of lower degree,
g.x + a/ = .x + a/ps + lower degree terms= x ps + terms of lower degree inx and
soha.x/ is a polynomial of degree less thanps. If a is a root ofg.x/, then so is½+ a
for all ½ ∈ 30 andha.½/ = 0. Thusha.x/ has at leastps roots and so must be the zero
polynomial. Henceg.x+a/ = g.x/+g.a/ if g.a/ = 0. Now consider generala. For
½ ∈ 30, g.a + ½/ = g.a/+ g.½/, soha.½/ = g.a + ½/− g.½/− g.a/ = 0, so again
ha.x/ has at leastps roots and must be the zero polynomial. Thusg.x/ is Fp-linear.
Note also that every automorphism ofF̄ which fixesF pointwise fixesg.x/ which is
therefore a polynomial overF sinceF.3/ is a separable extension ofF .

Now f .x/ is theFp-linear polynomial overF of least degree for whichf . / = 0.
But g. / = 0, sos ≥ r . But30 is ans-dimensional subspace of ther -dimensional
space3. Therefore30 = 3.

We now consider the linear transformation².z/ : V → V . Since² is a p-
representation,f .².z// = 0. Thus if¼ is an eigenvalue of².z/, then¼ ∈ 3 = 30.
Thus¼ = Þ1 + · · · + Þk for some eigenvaluesÞi (not necessarily distinct) of . Let
W be theL-module Hom.A⊗k;V/ and let� be the representation given byW. Then
0 is an eigenvalue of�.z/.

Since A is SF-hypercentral andV is SF-hyperexcentric, we have by Barnes [1,
Theorem 2.1] and [4, Theorem 2.3], thatW is SF-hyperexcentric. But for some
composition factorW0 of W, the action ofz on W0 has 0 as an eigenvalue. Thusz is
in the kernel of the representation ofL on W0, contrary to the choice ofV as giving a
representation with kernel of least possible codimension.

Any Lie algebraL over a field of characteristicp can be embedded as an ideal
in a restricted Lie algebra.L̄; [p]/ with z[p] = 0 for all z in the centre ofL̄. By
Strade and Farnsteiner [11, Theorem 5.4, page 94],L̄ has a faithful finite-dimensional
p-module. AsSGG L implies SGG L̄, the characteristicp case of Theorem5.1follows
by Theorem6.4.

7. Special cases

We now consider the significance of Theorem5.1 for supersoluble algebras. A
Lie algebraS is supersoluble if it has a sequence 0= A0 < A1 < · · · < An = S of
ideals ofS with Ai =Ai −1 of dimension 1 for alli . Let U be the saturated formation
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of supersoluble algebras. AnS-moduleV is U-hypercentral if it has a composition
series with all quotients 1-dimensional.

THEOREM 7.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over any fieldF and let
SGG L be supersoluble. ThenL has a faithful finite-dimensional representation in
whichS is represented by upper triangular matrices.

PROOF. By Theorem5.1, L has a faithfulSU-hypercentral moduleV . It follows
that S fixes a flag inV and for suitable choice of basis, is represented by upper
triangular matrices.

If Si GG L are supersoluble, then by Theorem5.1, there exists a faithfulL-module
V which is simultaneouslySiU-hypercentral. It does not follow in general that allSi

simultaneously can be represented by upper triangular matrices. EachSi fixes some
flag but there need not be any flag fixed by them all. However this does hold in
characteristic 0.

LEMMA 7.2. Let L be a Lie algebra over a fieldF of characteristic0 and letF be
a saturated formation. Let{Si | i ∈ I } be the set of all subnormal subalgebrasSi GG L
which are inF. Put S = ∑

i ∈I Si . ThenSG L and S ∈ F.

PROOF. Let R be the radical ofL. ThenL R is a nilpotent ideal ofR. SinceN ⊆ F,
L R ∈ F. SinceSi is soluble andSi GG L, Si ≤ R.

Let S1 be any ideal ofL which is inF and containsL R. Let S2 be any subnormal
subalgebra ofL which is inF. ThenS1 + S2 G L. We have to proveS1 + S2 ∈ F. The
result then follows.

By Barnes [2, Theorem 2], for some normalF-subspace3 of the algebraic closure
F̄ of F , F is the class of all soluble finite-dimensional Lie algebrasSover F with the
property that for allx ∈ S, the eigenvalues of ad.x/ all lie in 3.

We may supposeL = S1 + S2. ThenL is soluble. Consider any chief factorV
of L. Then L ′ is in the kernel of the representation² of L on V . We have a set
².S1/∪ ².S2/ of commuting linear transformations ofV , all of whose eigenvalues lie
in 3. They therefore fix a flag in̄F ⊗ V . Fors1 ∈ S1 ands2 ∈ S2, it follows that the
eigenvalues of².s1 + s2/ are sums of an eigenvalue of².s1/ and an eigenvalue ofs2,
thus all in3.

COROLLARY 7.3. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a fieldF of char-
acteristic0. ThenL has a faithful finite-dimensional representation in which every
supersoluble subnormal subalgebra ofL is represented by upper triangular matrices.
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PROOF. By Lemma7.2, there exists a supersoluble idealSof L which contains every
supersoluble subnormal subalgebra. LetV be a faithfulSU-hypercentralL-module.
A flag in V fixed byS is fixed by every supersoluble subnormal subalgebra.

EXAMPLE 7.4. Lemma7.2 and Corollary7.3 do not hold in characteristicp. Let
V = 〈v0; : : : ; vp−1〉 where the subscripts are integers modp and letL = 〈x; y; z;V〉
with multiplication given byxy = z, xz = yz = viv j = 0, xvi = i vi −1, yvi = vi +1

andzvi = vi . ThenS1 = 〈x; z;V〉 and S2 = 〈y; z;V〉 are supersoluble ideals ofL
but S1 + S2 is not supersoluble. A representation with bothS1 andS2 upper triangular
would haveS1 + S2 upper triangular, which would implyS1 + S2 supersoluble.

Over the fieldR of real numbers, there is another saturated formation,I consisting
of those soluble Lie algebrasS such that, for alls ∈ S, all eigenvalues of ad.s/ are
pure imaginary.

THEOREM 7.5. SupposeS ∈ I is an ideal of the finite-dimensional Lie algebra
L over R. Then L has a faithful finite-dimensional representation in whichS is
represented by matrices which are block upper triangular, and with the diagonal
blocks either0 or of the form

(
0 r

−r 0

)
for somer ∈ R.

PROOF. For any soluble Lie algebraS over a field of characteristic 0, the derived
subalgebraS′ is in the kernel of any irreducible representation. LetV be anI-central
irreducible module forS and supposes1 ∈ S acts non-trivially. Lets2 ∈ S. The
actions ofs1 ands2 commute, so in the complexification ofV , they have a common
eigenvector. Since the eigenvalues are pure imaginary, for somer ∈ R, s2 − rs1 has
an eigenvalue 0, thus an eigenvector inV . These eigenvectors form a submodule,
so by the irreducibility ofV , s2 − rs1 acts trivially. It follows that the kernel of the
representation has codimension 1 and thatV is 2-dimensional with the action ofs1

given by
(

0 r
−r 0

)
for somer ∈ R. The result follows.
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